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Scala
milan

Venice

Welcome to the 
future of relax
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prince

Verona

capri

Kneading. Circular massage, which effectively relaxes 
the entire back, strengthening muscles and relaxing 
stresses..

Tapping. A pleasant and delicate massage, which 
simulates the tapping of agile and expert hands along 
the entire back, helping improve the circulation of 
oxygen throughout the body.

Dual Action. The result of the combination of tapping or 
finger tapping massage with kneading. A function that 
increases the relaxing and beneficia! effect of both 
types of massage.

musical therapy. Combination of tapping and kneading 
with music. This function multiplies the relaxing effect 
of both types of massage.

Swedish. The Swedish massage is the result of the 
pleasant combination of a delicate muscular massage 
and a slight tapping. Similar to the dua/-action!wave/
et massage but less energetic.

Shiatsu. Simulates the finger of an expert masseur over 
the back, via strategic acupuncture points.

Heat. It provides a massage through heat application in 
specific areas, creating a pleasant relaxing sensation.

Vibration. Vibration massage stimulates the muscles and 
relaxes them at the same time to eliminate fatigue.

Air. It offers a pleasant massage through air, with 
several benefits for blood circulation.

Pummeling. Simulates running the knuckles over 
the entire back, causing a revitalising effect and 
favouring the circulation.
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M1200C Scala

3D Spinnal adjustment massage therapy

massage and vibration in thighs and 
glutei

Reflexotherapy system

Ambilight experience
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47 airbags for a complete and relaxing massage

1. Head massage  (4 airbags) 

2. Hands massage (16 airbags) 

3. Legs and knees massage (6 airbags)

4. Back massage (6 airbags) 

5. Thighs massage (5 airbags) 

6. Ankles and feet massage (10 airbags) 

specs

Dimensions in vertical position: 130 cm (length) x 93 cm (width) x 121 cm (height) · 
Reclined dimensions:  205 cm (length) x 93 cm (width) x 78 cm (height)· Weight: 120kg. 
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Arms  width & fit massage

Stretching Massage

music

inteligent regulation of legs position

Zero G function

Zero-G position (Zero Gravity) will distribute 
the weight of your body in the massage 
center. Thus, the relaxing feeling will be the 
most complete that you can achieve.

armrests adjustmentSynchronized movement design

The best massage quality thanks to its airbags, which provide the 
most surrounding massage.

kneading Dual action shiatsu pummeling tapping Music
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Triple action 
for the lumbar 

area

Head and 
shoulders 
massage

Air massage for 
arms

Back 
analysis 

system  HRI

Legs and 
glutei 

massage

specs

M900 MILAN
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multifunction LED screen

Zero G function

kneading Dual action shiatsu pummeling tapping

Vertical position dimensions: 120 cm 
(length) x 93 cm (width) x 150 cm (height) 
· Reclined dimensions: 200 cm (length) x 
85 cm (width) x 110 cm (height) · Weight: 
107kg.

HRI (HEart rate 
indicator) back 

analysis system

triple action for 
lumbar area

arms massage

legs massage

Let us bring you to a new level of relax 
 with the most surrounding massage.
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M650N Venice

Triple action 
for lumbar 

area
Air massage 

for arms

Back 
analysis 

system  HRI

Legs and 
glutei 

massage

specs

Zero G function

kneading Dual action shiatsu tapping music

Vertical position dimensions: 127 cm 
(length) x 85 cm (width) x 140 cm (height) 
· Reclined dimensions: 100 cm (length) x 
84 cm (width) x 200 cm (height) · Weight: 
115kg.

great massage 
customization

musical function

smart adjustment

Fucntionality meets relax

HRI (HEart rate 
indicator) back 

analysis system
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specs

kneading Dual action shiatsu tapping SWEDISH

M400 prince

fVery intuitive control.
fPreset massages.
fLight and rested legs.
fElectrical adjustment for legs and 
back.
fCustomizable massage.

Great features in the minimum space

Vertical position dimensions: 135 cm 
(length) x 75 cm (width) x 118 cm (height)· 
Reclined dimensions: 204 cm (legth) x 75 
cm (width) x 75 cm (height) · Weight: 65kg.
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M210 verona

M111 capri

fMando de control muy intuitivo.
fModos de masaje para espalda 
completa, parte superior o piernas.
fAjuste manual de espalda y 
piernas.

fReclinable seat.
fRelaxing heat massage.
fKneading massage.
fHeight adjustment.
fEasy control.

specs

specs

Vertical position dimensions: 97 cm 
(length) x 69 cm (width) x 105 cm (height)· 
Reclined dimensions: 150 cm (length) 
x 69 cm (width) x 80 cm (height) · Peso: 
38kg.

Vertical position dimensions: 110 cm 
(legth) x 70 cm (width) x 122cm (height) 
· Reclined dimensions: 160 cm (length) x 
70 cm (width) x 85cm (height) · Weight: 
27kg.

Shiatsu

kneading

vibration

heat

Modern chair or comfortable massage center... it’s up to you

The most exclusive design

kneading


